<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Test Location</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sat Dec 16</td>
<td>WBRY</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1000 watts</td>
<td>Knoxville, NY</td>
<td>0300</td>
<td>NRC - Ken Lyon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon Dec 18</td>
<td>WDTM</td>
<td>1130</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Selmer, TN</td>
<td>0200-0230</td>
<td>NRC - Roger Minor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 AM</td>
<td>WBAAR</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Richwood, WV</td>
<td>0230-0300</td>
<td>IRA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 AM</td>
<td>WSBN</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>1000/5000</td>
<td>Huntington, NY</td>
<td>0300-0330</td>
<td>NRC - Ken Lyon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 AM</td>
<td>WYND</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Sarasota, FL</td>
<td>0300-0330</td>
<td>NRC - Jerry Starr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Jan 7</td>
<td>WCMK</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Blountstown, FL</td>
<td>0300</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WGRH</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Grayson, KY</td>
<td>0300-0330</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WREK</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Rockland, ME</td>
<td>0330-0340</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WCHM</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Grand Falls, NF</td>
<td>0330-0400</td>
<td>IRA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WCGN</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>St. Johns, NF</td>
<td>0300-0400</td>
<td>IRA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WCMH</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Marytown, NF</td>
<td>0330-0430</td>
<td>IRA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WSEL</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Wilmington, DE</td>
<td>0400-0500</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon Jan 15</td>
<td>WCMK</td>
<td>1320</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Wildwood, NJ</td>
<td>0400-0500</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon Jan 22</td>
<td>WTLI</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>Williamstown, CT</td>
<td>0300-0300</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KAPS</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Mount Vernon, WA</td>
<td>0900-0600</td>
<td>IRA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thu Feb 8</td>
<td>WTSN</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>Dover, NH</td>
<td>0200-0300</td>
<td>NRC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DOMESTIC CONTEST STANDINGS...

CONTEST #1
Marc Delorenzo, Mass. 183
Bill Mittle, Colo. 171
Don Kaskey, Calif. 158
Joe Fels, N.J. 148
Dave Carlson, Mo. 145
Dave Prether, Calif. 116
John Long, Conn. 112
Frank Wheeler, Pa. 101
Sheldon Remington, Conn. 50
R.L. Cloy, Calif. 32
Greg Gelford, Ohio 22

CONTEST #2
Marc Delorenzo, Mass. 177
Joe Fels, N.J. 76
Don Kaskey, Calif. 51
Frank Wheeler, Pa. 50
Sheldon Remington, Conn. 29

CONTEST #3
Marc Delorenzo, Mass. 23
Ron Prether, Calif. 17
Don Kaskey, Calif. 12
R.T. Eddie, Mo. 9

CONTEST #4
John Gifford, Ill. 25
Jerry Conrad, Ky. 19
Don Kaskey, Calif. 17
Dave Carlson, Mo. 10

NO ENTRIES YET FROM: John Tordenham, Okla.; Clarence Freeman, Calif.; Don Erickson, Calif.; Gene Mattcock, Calif.; John Callaway, Mass.; Mike Tannery, Texas; Wayne Coombs, Calif.; Mike Northam, Ore.; Randy Miltier, Calif.; Raleigh Rice, Calif.; John Hathaway, Ill.; Rich Hostetler, Minn.

AS OF 11/30/67 THE FOLLOWING NRC SPECIALS ARE ELIGIBLE FOR THE 9 PT. BONUS IN CONTESTS #1, #2 & 5:

10/12 KHEL-1140 10/16 WAB-1140 10/22 WNP-1280
11/6 WAGB-1560 11/13 WTV-1230 11/19 WCR-1330
11/20 KFGX-1260

11/27 WCCNA-1230

MEMBER, THESE SPECIALS MUST BE VERIFIED. SEND DATE VERIFIED AND SIGNER.

CONTEST MANAGER DON KASKEY...

pens, "Turned out to be a small convention here over Thanksgiving, with 21 DXers plus numerous wives and kiddies (most staying throughout the weekend, so a real blast. Another scheduled for February, come on out. Turn-out included: Raleigh Rice, wife and daughter (6); Frank Kennedy, Bob LeMotte; Dave Prether; Bob Pietsch; Jim Korn; Mike Northam the mysterious S.J. Bush; Randy Seaver; The One and Only RPG; Wayne Coombs; Chico Martinez; Bob Wilkins; Don Erickson; Bill Lipe; Ed Marr; Randy Miltier; Gene Allen; Clarence Freeman; John Sampson, wife and familyom; and Don Kaskey. Much time was used discussing 1968 INCA convention in L.A. and bid for 1969 convention in SACTO, however on the latter everyone felt more work was needed so we decided to re-convene here in February, hmm. The SUPER SECRET SOCIETY (SSDA) went into session early Friday and remained in session almost without break until early Monday A.M." (Homem-JAC)

BROADCASTING YEARBOOK...

This has doubled its price. According to the flyers I've received, the 1968 yearbook will cost $10.00 instead of $5.00. Ralph Johnson has address in Muskingum, I believe. (I'm typing these stencils while Randy Kane and John Pirnat are collating Muskingum.)

CHRISTMAS SCHEDULE...

Dick Cooper had a good idea last year when he eliminated bulletin between Christmas and New Years. We will do the same this year, because our bulletin crew appears to be set to scatter to the four winds. Not to mention the twister. Because I plan to fly to Texas on December 21st, the 12/23 issue will be published Wednesday instead of Friday that week. That means that Ernie Cooper's deadline will have to be Monday, December 18th.

DO DRUMS...

Have set amongst the publishing crew, as we consider the workload that's going into the publication of this bulletin. Not a single member bothered to guess how many man hours are spent on this issue ... or I should say on the recent issue we took the tally on ... and I don't know whether we should tell you or not. At this stage of the game, the idea of the ARCTIC RADIO CLUB in Sweden is beginning to seem appealing. The ARCTIC RADAR CLUB of Sweden has an interesting format: They have their membership to just the top-notch DXers, who get through a screening committee ... A quota of 50 members ... the members have to contribute to the club efforts, either through editing, publishing, participating in projects, or contributing valuable tips ... or their dropped from the ranks to make room for active, contributing members ... This is not dropped in to frighten anyone, but to stimulate a little thought. NRC is still a great deal larger than any other all-DX club in the U.S., Sweden, or England, but some of the smaller bulletin are just as good to put out!!!
December 9, 1967

Editor: Ernest R. Cooper - 138 East 21 Street - Brooklyn, New York - 11226

Marc Dolajewsky - 35 Sylvan Drive - Hyannis, Massachusetts - 02601

Hi. Verities in this week from KOMA-TEST & WHKL-960. DX: SM 11/19- no trace of WMO TEST, only WETM/WHTC/WTRX on 1330. XEAI-1320 "R.AI" 1cd at 4:00-4:23; WINE-1290, Fl., w/brief ID at 4:31 apparently ET as strong OC was noted, off @ 4:32. WM 11/20- Tiferas-1349 again strong this AM, S-6 @ 12:41; WCP-1150 TT 1:12-1:31. I thought I had something better, hi. At KGGS-1020 @ S-8 level, 1:51. Then an EC w/ two IDs @ 2:26; XERB-1090 S-2 u/strong OC w/usct program @ 2:41, #1 from Baja! CBC ANR on-980, 2:57, CHEX "(CEV, I believe - ETC) WETM-1480 Alc. L&O @ 3:16 s/on-SSb for r/c/tx; XE-860 w/XERF-type religious program assumed to be XENO 3:20-3:29 s/off, address was Box 1, Baker, Cal. CBC ANR L&O on-1400 3:43 u/only a network ID @ 4; WABR-1410 Alc, w/rr @ 3:42. Then my moat-wanted grayserver in WBTB-1210 Tenx. r/c-TT 3:45-3:55 w/IDs every minute. WMDD-1480 P.R. again L&O @ 4:02 s/off. Anyone needing Puerto Rico should look for this one as the channel is just about clear at 4am, it is in these parts, anyway, hi! FM - WJS-810 Va. weak w/SID during a WGR pause @ 5pn. 11/21 - WYXN-940 SC o/WHIC @ 5:12pm; KNOI-1080 "The Voice of Texas" fair u/WTIC @ 6:15pn. 11/23 - WSM WGN & WJR @ 1:30pm as the Solstice approached. CHM-1 Que. w/FP ID @ 8:29pm; CHIR-730 Ont. very weak u/CKAC @ 6:07pm. 11/24 - WGN off! CHUM noted 60 c/5-9 & CUCI-1050 Ont. weakly better @ 1:01; WFGD-1330 NY F/c-TT 1:13-1:15 even w/WMVU; KQCO-860 Texas fair @ 2am. Totals now @ 916/211, 40 countries. 73s.

John D. Hathaway - Box 373 - Champaign, Illinois - 61820


Fred Nordquist - 411 Dorn - W.S.M.R., M.M. 86002


AS THEY SAY IN BATHROOM, "MAAM." "MIDWINTER CONVENTION IN BOSTON, MASS." 8/30-9/21
I finally got my third class license & am not trying to convince people I have talent w/a rr show on WNIN-91.1. (We are 1,000w, not 185w as in WJ). The only drawback is it's on Friday nights. Also I took about three days & did a little DXing at Wesleyan from which totals are about 115-20-2-5, no attempt being made at verity. Here in Elura for Thanksgiving, I got the following results: 11/22- CHAM-1280 for call change, daytime regular. At SSS, two of my one-wanted, WEEF-1050 @ 5:16, and WOOI-1010 @ 5:15pm e/off. 11/23- WEEF-1240 @ 4:57, WKBK-1000 5:10pm. 11/25- WLRN-1510 trst.d w/O all day. WHML-1600 5:28 s/off w/"God Bless America." WEEF-1600 @ 5:36. KFED-1580 5:48. WLEX-1450 5:52. WSSO-1550 5:59. KKBW-1570 6:11. WLAK-1340 w/"The In Sound" @ 7pm. XERR-1000 7:05. 11/26- WAFN-1450 2:12am. 3:05am, I heard a WLJY on 1560 taking phone dedications!! If I ever do start DXing seriously at Wesleyan you will see some reports from me there too. Verity came from: v/q- WJIC, returned postage, & WESSC, a v/1-EM & brochure about Va'S Eastern Shore.

William H. Stone - Apt. 511 - 2265 Victoria Park Avenue - Scarborough, Ont. To all those I owe letters, patience please. 1967 has not been my year - fifth, sixth, & seventh cervical jacked up. Omth surgeon tried physio eight weeks - no go. into Vets' Hospital 4/7 to 6/23 to unjam by traction. On release, two more goofs of physio. My wife just shoved mail into drawer & I'm trying to cut it down. Now bottom of spine has gone scar & does put me in steel giraffe 10/30. X-rays 11/9 showed no snapped - it's moved again to lower back & left knee. I expect to go into Vets' Hospital again immediately - going to make three nicks in left leg, back, skf, 15-20" long, so it may be 1968 before I can get to mail fully. To NRC DX News comments - phooie - if you send first class report you get verity. My only "no sale's" have been European stations - four 100 setters in Australia, one 50 watt in back-woods of Brazil, one Fernco which Dave Gleason told me you have to see to believe. He visited it six or seven years ago. I have used NRC SS form for eight years except to Brazil. Verity back - 99%. Only in Mexico have I got bad results. I never send out a so-called tentative - I know who I hear, or no report. It's as simple as that. As to 1300 stations, chap who asked - I have channel 99% verified. As to Tonga station, you will find it breaks through Nov. to mid-Dec., then again 2/15-29. Can't mistake it - just takes patience, good set & antenna. Thanks Len for your list - means I won't have to go over eight months of DX News. Special thanks to Latin gent for up-to-minute lists on LA stations. Merry Christmas to all. Reports to all LA stations 30 minutes or more long. I always enclose two Yankee dimes attached to report. (Lots of luck, Bill - keep DXing & Musing if you can -ERC)

Dave Wastrough - 284 Main Street West - Hamilton, Ontario.

DX has been pretty good so far. 6/16, 6/17: 11/17- WAFN-1570 r-f/24th c/w mn. At SSS, WQMC-790 5:45 for a brief log through CHIC. 11/20- While tuning for WCMR-1060 r/c I came across WCAO-1090 Knoxville, Tn, ETing v/c w/mx 1:35-2:02. WQIC heard from 1:40-1:50. KBBO-1460 heard @ 2:11 w/reasional program. No specials heard. 11/22- CHOO not on. WAFN-1480 r-f @ 3:20-3:25 c/w mx. WAFN-1460 ETing v/c w/mx, 3:45-h. I notice they all use the good kind of mx, right, Ernie? 11/24-, CHOO Ajax on RS @ noon, fairly good signal. 11/26- At 1:15pm I noticed a few strange things - WSSQ-1030 WMAJ-1150 WBCC-1090 & CHOC-1310, just those six, six from those areas. 11/27- What a morning! WKBK-1150 TEST in L & G. I was worried that KBCO were going to stay on AN, but they disappeared in the middle of a Benn Martin record @ 1:35. WAFN-1080 Sidney, 0, ETing w/Eddy Arnold records @ 1:05-1:15. KLRN-650 in good @ 2: 8-21:25. At 3:15, Oriental mx on 660, maybe JAOX, ruined by WNBK's CC a few minutes later. At 3:17 during a ride of WNBK, KBBO-1580 Everett, Wash. At 3:33, WLRH & CHOC together on 690 w/others, unID. KAYO-1150 @ 3:46-3:51. WJRN-1470 r-f/TT 5:06. Varies coming in suddenly: v/q- KENO CHOC. v/1- WWIN WQA WMMQ WMBL, v/f- WHIT. Total verity 47%. Is the CBC AN-990 CKSB or CBH? (CKSB I think -ERC)

Bob Shay - 325 Beshford Hall - Delaware, Ohio - 43015

December 9, 1967

Hi. Heard here: WJIC-1000, Washington, NJ the TT I think I heard over NRC f/c list, very weak, QRM from CHOC & WEEF, w/WAKY off. This on 11/24. R. Jermag-1156 for a log 11/26. They were in like never before, 8-9 at times, w/no QRM. Verified: v/r- WAKY. v/1- WHVW CHOC via CDC Ottawa. They said that's was on 910 in FF w/CBC program. CHOC is only an affiliate, though, & has been heard here on SSS w/non-CBC programs. v/q- WXEL. v/r- WBCS. CHOC also sent v/q too. S/off w/a quote from Snoopy w/his ear cocked while he sits atop his doghouse: "On a clear night I can get Mexico City." (Really?) 73.
Hi there! - well, have DX to report, as here goes: 11/21 W9KB-1550 Vinton, Va. heard o/off @ 5:30 pm. 11/22 W9DT-1440, Bluefield, WVA @ 4:40 pm; W9BY-1440 Lexington NC w/good sx @ 5:05 pm; W9LC-1510, W/good mx @ 5:23 pm; W9NH-1550 Tampa, Fl. @ 5:30 pm o/off. W9KQ-1550 @ 5:30 c/off; W9CMO-1550 Mobile v/wr @ 5:13 pm u/o CBE. 11/23 W9DM-1430 Ind. heard w/c/w mx @ 4:58 pm ES. W9CW-1430 Altocna w/r @ 5 am SBS. W9J8R-1430 Newark o/u W9J8F @ 5:05 am ES. W9实景 Crewe, Va. c/w mx @ 7 am; W9WIX-800. Gensburg NJ heard y/sws @ 7:05; W9AP-820 @ 7:12 am. W9PA-860 Baltimore heard w/c/b programming @ 7:42 am; W9M4-940 Macon @ 7:25 am w/r u/CBE; W9J8R-1550 Danville Va. w/r @ 5:08 pm SBS; W9LA-1580 Glenville, Ga. o/off @ 5:27 pm; new call for W9PA-1550 is W98LA, LD as "Energy Radio." Gainesville, Ga. o/off @ 5:30 pm. 11/26 W9VEU-1580 Palsiki Ve. heard o/off @ 5:08 pm. W9UJ-1580 Shelbyville, Tenn. w/r @ 5:29 pm. 11/27- W9N0-1450 Highland Springs, Va. w/r @ 4:28 pm on a MM; W9SM-1450 Chattanooga w/r @ 4:42 pm, W9SR-1590 Sarasota, Fla. s/on @ 4:55 am w/SBS. By the vat W9OL-1540 Washington DC was M but have started o/off on MM - good news! Also on 11/27 W9NA-1590 Greenville NC heard w/good mx @ 4:55 pm SBS; W9OC-1590 High Point NC heard o/off @ 5:15 pm. W9PA-1580 Lufkin, Ga. o/off @ 5:30 pm w/SBS. This is how I spent my Thanksgiving vacation, hi! 73s & good DX to all!

Harold S. Williams - 30 Third Avenue - Seymour, Connecticut - 06483

Just a few loggings as follows: 11/27 W9NB-1550 Raleigh, NC at 12-12:10 u/CBE for NC #120; W9UH-1510 Brewer, NY 12:50-1:15 pm using loerr to partially null W9LE for my 163rd NY call. 11/27 As expected W9C4-1230 Toledo did not get through the QRM mess here; umm C9OC Hamilton, Ont. was booming on 1150 @ 1:30 but W9PA New Kensington Pa. heard on TEST from 1:35 for Pa. station #179; umm C9NX-920 Wheeling, Ont. well heard on Special; with W9AX-1240 dominant, or course KLFK Glasgow, Ont. was not heard. CKJ9-1600 Niagara Falls was not heard on Special as I could not null W9RL. I'm glad I sent a report to CKJ9 a week ago! I did not expect to hear KARE-550 Blaine, Wash. & I didn't. CKJ9-1460 Quelph Ont. was heard but w/o a rather weak distorted signal, just fair at times. This is the only location that told me my previous report was not from them. This time, I KNOW I had them & report sent. KCPX-1320 Salt Lake City they have been the station heard but signal too poor for report. At least three stations on 1320 after 4 am. 11/28 Station on 1050 in Everett, Pa. heard on 12/10-12:40 u/WNN. Not sure of call, W9DS listed w/o change to W9KE. Letter requesting info sent. Just one verie receied a nice v1/v/colorful CM & rate card for 11/20 report. 73.

Dave Schmidt - 44 Green Lane - Green Ridge - Chester, Pennsylvania - 19044

Hi! EBC news makers 86 I'll try to hit it again weekly (or weakly, hi). v/l: W9AI- DX & W9CMC-1279. v/w/ W9TV-DX. Total now 476: I'm hoping to hit 500 by 1/1 so it means loads of DX to come. DX: MM 11/27 W9IS-1510 TEST in week @ 1:34 pm, W9KE-1520 on w/et & c/w mx @ 2:15-2:45 pm, ID @ 2:30 - nice of W9BM to be off, & W9IS-1520 2:51-3:08 pm on ET-rr. I noticed W9XV-1550 on 1538 @ 4:51 pm; 5:15 e/off. 11/28 W9CEF-1640 60 o/9-9, W9EO-970, W9SE-980, W9EO-1020 u/KDKA, W9IS-1180 u/WJAE, W9RI-1350 W9FM-1410 all noticed between 3-lpm - interesting what Winter does other than snow, hi! * means reported, all rest unknown or not enough for report. To anybody I owe letters, hold on - my typewriter is in Sears' shop (for the past 4 weeks) to fix the key - nice service? Don't tell anybody but Wes Boyd forgot how to lick a stamp! Good DX.

Marc Delorenzo - 35 Sylvan Drive - Hyannis, Massachusetts - 02601

Hi. Varies this week from W9PPP-900 & W9NQ-TEST. DX: 11/24- W9TV-DX Ont. weak u/ CHUM @ 1:01, WMH'off; W9RA-1330 NY TT & ID @ 1:13; umm K9JF-860 Tex. all alone w/NX & WX @ 2 am; CKNB-950 ND w/CBE ID @ 2:27 - night as well log it, hi. SM 11/26- Umm CJOC-1220 Alta w/r @ 3:51. Then on a tip from EBC, J9C-660 w TT from 4:35 to 4:47 s/on u/VUS, then both were completely buried u/a loud IS which either ended or faded @ 4:56, cuz no sign of it after that. Probably HISSD. Later on 11/26 umm W9NE-1060 La. &c w/r @ 5:37 pm; W9MB-1550 Ala. s/q CBE @ 6 pm s/off; CBE-980 Que. FF ID @ 6:09 pm. MM 11/27- No DX! First MM I've missed since 6/21. FM? W9QZ-810 SC weak u/ W9G @ 5:14 s/off; CKNB-710 Que. FF ID @ 5:30 u/W9R, this is the first station I've ever logged u/W9R/! 11/28 W9KAB-1000 VA. &c @ 0:10 pm; W9NHH-1150 La. fair u/W9C @ 5:55-6:06, just 22 heard u/WNN. 11/29 W9CS-1015 Tenn. even v/WGY 5:36-5:45 s/off. 11/30- W9AI-970 finally logged on my 20th attempt @ 4:51-5:47 pm w/AA mx, country # 11; W9IMW-710 Qa. u/BB @ 4 pm. W9AB-1000 Ky. very weak u/CBL @ 5:29 pm s/off. 12/1/ W9A-1550 Pa. on top @ CBE. 73. (6:00 pm maybe. More? -FRO)
Hi. DXing time spent during the wee hours has been practically nil, but once in a while a new one gets snagged for the logbook. 11/2/67 - WPAL-730 Charleston, SC @ 3am; 11/2/67 found DX good at noon-time w/WRIC-1230 Bloomington, II. Again while nulling down WRIC w/yhe loop, WRAY-1250, Ind. was in clear, also noted WYK-1110 instead of the usual WSD second harmonic for the first 500 mile (air distance) noon-time reception here. 11/29 - WINZ-940 Miami in briefly @ 7pm, KITV-930 San Antonio was a re-ception reporter's dream w/4@ least seven commercials in eight minutes 6:36-7:44pm. Just one wave in, a real friendly one from WTMU-1270. Ops, I almost forgot to mention a v/f from KTIV-1580. That's 100% return for Nov. (I sent out only two reports, that's why). A great big welcome to Richard Eddie, making it three St. Louis area members. I forgot to mention that Jerry Bond paid me a real nice visit in September. Jerry is the first NFCer & first/fav'd CB DXer I ever met, while I was stationed in the Air Force in Watertown, NY in 1964. The St. Louis NFC trio met at a7 place last week, & we have decided to take the big plunge & let the cat out of the bag. All NFCers note the first of many repeatings of this phrase that will be soaking into your subconscious before long: ST. LOUIS IN '69!!!

Dave Carlson - 516 Hickory Hollow - St. Louis, Missouri - 63122

Hi. Bad news for Midwesterners: WTMU is now on FM & there goes 550 (of course it wasn't much before because of the good ole Cuba!) DX: MM 11/20 - XEP-940 @ 1:03am s/off w/chimes, WHEC-1240 f/c in good thanks to Bill's earlier s/off on MM, reports on KERN/KYOC-1410 as WING was off, 1:44-2:16am. Finally KENO-1460 @ 3:01 s/off for state map. WJTL-960 @ 3:45, WABB-1440 non-stop rr except for STNs between each song. @ 5:55, & WCBM-660 Md. @ 4:07. 11/24 - WACA-1590 heard ending f/c @ 12:15am. KDAL-610 w/NDS Dimension @ 5:30pm, WED-640 @ 6pm s/off w/KXKX slow, WOKX-920 for surprise @ 10:03pm /KAKK. 11/26 - WICS-910 W 4:05pm. KDAY-1530 Cal. in good for report on @ 1:33-7:45pm s/off - WCLS for some reason was very weak & only KZM news giving any trouble. MM 11/27 - Who was on 1460 w/BT around 1am & past? VYRS-910 load all AM, WAPA-1150 TEST in weak 1/2 SL slop/MWA-test, slo-KKIN, hi. I get a couple of good IDs so report sent. WFLA-970 fairly clear @ 2 O1am. Back-on 11/29/67, KDEF in w/good signal (and not as much QRM as WAPA had) for report @ 2:12-2:35am - mentioned they s/off @ 3am/BST. - KJIN-1600 DX fighting it w/KLAK - both had c/v/mx so quite a battle. 11/2/67 WOKK-1540 SC s/off @ 5:25pm, KXOR-1320 Okla. in o/everything @ 5:38pm, & KNOO-1300 (Hi, Dave F.) @ 5:45pm in w/great signal for about two minutes - then no more. 12/1 WAOX-1220 weak @ s/off @ 5:45pm w/KLFW nulled. 12/2 - WYGO-1330 Ky. @ 12:46am w/ID for BT. Varies: WPPD-580 usual v/f, WAGL-1560 TEST v/f, WDJC-1430 v/1-CM, KFJJ-1270 v/f, KERN-1410 v/1. Totals stand @ 757/221. Keep the good DX NBM's coming, & remember, ST. LEO for you in '69!!

"Fish" - Dave Fischer - 5039 South - Lincoln, Nebraska - 68506

BCB QSO daily @ 11:30pm on 3525k de KKAK, also AM BCB logging @ 2am on 3525k w/ K3GUV - a me join us? I have been swamped w/ work. Stuck on 710 where WBE is daytimer, but no report sent yet - I hope to get going soon. Daytime DX is terrific! Here's one of possible interest - travelling home to KMNO on 11/23 @ 5pm WISP-1110 covered KFAB on auto radio at junction of Highways 70 & 13 in Mo. (a stone's throw from Bruce Reynolds). This continued until arrival at KMNO-ville where I shut down & got some Turk! 5pm is 4pm, CST! Bright daylight on a bun DX - boy, fine CX! Take care - I hope to be on ball again soon. 73.

AS THEY SAY IN COLLEGE PARK, CA: "WAD!" "WELCOME TO BOSTON, ALL DXERS!" 8/30-9/2!

Erdnast J. Wescowski - 1416 Pasadena Avenue - Omaha, Nebraska - 68107-11

December 9, 1967

Plans are still going ahead on the NEW YEAR'S GMF-meet in Omaha beginning @ noon (or earlier) Saturday, 12/30. It was to last until noon on 1/1 w/special programs planned. Write me if you think you can make it. Now, I want to wish everyone a Merry Christmas & the best for the New Year as Third Class Mail will be delayed. I had a nice talk via hom radio w/Edward (Ed) Hayes, VP of WPIK-730 & WOKO-1460. His call, VZCW. He was very interested in our Club & said he would try to let us know if he plans any midnight tests. He mentioned getting a three-page letter (from, Ernie?) asking him for a DX TEST/ (NO, not me - ERC) Anyone interested in helping on a committee for better reception reports, please contact me. Five thousand ye information sheets will be printed very soon, so now we need people to mail them out & lists of new DXers to write to. New versions include: KDDA WHUS-r WRBB WGW & KALB.

MM 11/27 - KCPX & GJOY DXes were heard here & reported. 73s.

Walt Breville - 9127 Coral Drive - St. Louis, Missouri - 63123
November 9, 1967

--- N. E. W. S. ---

Roger W. Winsor - 739 North Juniper Drive - Valparaiso, Indiana - 46383

Twenty-two new stations since 11/2, plus eight new verified since last issue. Here goes w/DX.

11/24- KWRY-1270 on for ET w/ID caught @ 2:46ET, WHIN-1010 Gallatin, Tenn. on SS 4:50-5:06 fade-out w/great signal, plus lots of local ads. WHIN-1060 5:10-5:45 s/off. KZMW-1220 in Cap Girardeau on 5:50 s/off w/SSE L&G. KZTY-1460 c/w @ 7:55 L&G, but not logged. KRHD-1350 Okla. @ 6:25pm, only 250w! Finally to end this great SS day, KBCH-1130 Memphis, Tex. 6:35-6:45 s/off w/KWJH.

11/26- XEAP-710 heard @ lnn s/off w/clear KMP ID. Also GRC-880 unreported on ET 1:02 & on. KOBY-1510 heard w/ET @ 2:25 w/WPRR, KXLB off. Later KMS-1150 w/local NX @ 5:35pm. KFWD-1140 5:40-5:45 on SS w/c/w for tie two new ones from Mo. New WLEF-1540 heard @ 6pm s/off. KDWM-1530 Denison, IA. ending local NX @ 5:55pm, then Portals of Prayer for log. KANS-1510 w/easy nx 6:15-6:30 s/off also logged. They're in Learned, Miss. Finally KZOL-1570 Farwell, Tex. L&G @ 5:45 s/off. 1570 was clear when they left the air.

11/27 w/tremendous WC reception as follows: KDIX-1230 on RS w/NX @ 1:40-1:34, but faded too much for log. KDEF-1150 RS w/NX @ 1am, then logged again 1:30-1:45w/px. Announcer said till 2am. New WDM-1130 Selmer, Tenn. on ET 2:13-2:25 for easy log L&G. Religious nx on 1250 turned out to be KW in Seattle so logged then in/out w/WCAE 3-4. During that time KFII, Wilco, Ariz. came on for short ET/c/w 3:13-3 16. CJOY DX too weak to copy. They're better here on Jk Rs.

Finally KNWO-1300 RS 3:46. JBC-1500 heard @ 4:45 s/on L&G but not logged. 11/28- USF-840 @ 1:03 s/off L&G w/10pm.

That afternoon WNYC-830 weak, soon succumbed to KBOA. WOCO-1090 4:14-4:15 c/w, WENN in also for 5pm ET but no log due to WNYC. KMS-1380 on top briefly @ 5:30-5:43 for log. 11/29 WMRD-680 ET w/IDs @ 1:45 @ 2:31. Also heard WVMT Newark 12 c/w w/IDs 2:05 & 2:23. WCKY note off 2am but back @ 3:30 so must have been XR trouble. WECO-1460 on for ET till 3:17. That PM WHIN-620 stop but changed to DA during Gulf spot so no log. WCGS-760, long-wanted in o/WJR @ 4:55-5pm s/off L&G. I consider this a good catch for a midwesterner. "XE CX excellent as WKY-10100 @ 5:13 s/off, thanks to DXDD trip. Not had for only 70 miles from CFW! KUXT-1570 @ 5:45 s/off faintly. KNKH-1060 @ 6pm s/off. During Dec., submit 15 minutes from these s/offs. Verifies: WMYQ, WCAM KBOA WMT (11 month old report) KROC-L WMT WHEP CHN. Verices 599 w/total log @ 2,252. Thirty new ones since 11/20! Bye.

--- Bruce Reynolds - Route 2 - Warrensburg, Missouri - 64093 ---

Hi. Thanksgiving vacation brought in lots of DX here 2/24 new stations added from 11/22-11/24.

11/22- Fargo TEST not on, but WYIC had an erratic ET/ET between 5:03-5:13am, WTM-1460 noted w/f/c/ 5:15-5:30 @ WBNX ORM. 11/23- WATF-820 w/MBAP QRM @ 1:43pm. 11/25 WGR-1010, week @ 7:05am; WJOE-1060 @ 7:08 w/KRLE null ad, WIBB-1150 hoof @ 7:25pm; KNEI-1140 L&G @ 7:34pm, almost no QRM till WJFL's 7:45am s/on @ KZCS 7:50 s/on. WIBW-580 Thed @ 11:06am, heard here days in the loop noll of OWC; WYIC-1090, a real surprise just before 5:13pm s/off w/WCAR/KWNN w/KGAF nullad; KODE-1230 CB8 NX @ 6:10pm; KFPP-1230 @ 6:15; KCCN-1230 @ 6:30; KELB-1240 @ 6:59pm s/off, and WDOM-1310 @ 11:28am; KN, 12:55-13:00 @ 12:34pm; KBBB-1270 w/xr @ 6:03pm; KVCL-1270 @ 6:14pm s/off + KABQ-1350 L&G @ 6:59pm w/SS &KEE ID. MM 11/22- Best MM this year. I slept through WCMU & WFLA didn't make it, KIEP loudest ever noted during their time. CKXT-920 DX w/WOCY QRM @ 2:14pm; CJFJ-1600 DX u/KISK @ 3:02; & CJOY-1460 DX easy @ 3:35am. After logging them I tried for the KLZ DX, but for some reason I was thinking they were on 1340, & I got down to 1240 @ 3:50am. I think I had their closing ID, but was so ultra faint that I decided against sending a tape. I won't count it. WMTNL-1240 good @ 4:44; KMTW-1250 w/religious programs, WAAE nullad @ 4:30am; CFRA-580 good @ 4:44, & CJFFK-1260 c/w @ 5:25am w/KHWO/cuban/KXKK-OC ORM. 11/27 SSS- KTRP-1350 loggers for call change 7:10-7:26pm s/off, c/w. Verices: v/1- CURL KRMD WINS KNEW /v/ WAG-EAST KLEE. v/q-xxxxx WALT. Totals stand @ 1,132/494. I guess I'll finally make 500 veres, hi 73, PS, re: Dave Whatnoug's musing. P. 6 of 11/25 DX NEWS, WMTF isn't a daytimer. (Thanks, Bruce - I stand corrected, & sorry, Dave Whatnoug! - ERC)

Gray Springtown - 221 Cassadya Boulevard. Suite 1012 - Don Mills, Ont.

I note that friend Dundy Reeder has a laring in lately - it reminded me that I haven't said much for a while, either. A trip to Edmonton for a week in early Nov., so I missed that good TA opening. Still, I have had two evenings of TAs since, but nothing outstanding yet. On the CPC discussion, I'd like to comment that where Muras then ever, it's a tough job for any CPC to find frequencies suitable for all of us, and getting tougher! Hence the need for judicial requests for TESTS. 1390 is (P, 8)
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(Gary Stringfellow) now poorer, v/CHOO on RG w/KXW MOR kHz. Not as strong as it should be, though. Several stations audible u/them evenings. Say, are we to believe that Deker-76 drifts? O/B ops/day? Or has the Admiral met his match, hi. Domestics 1/24: W4L-1250 s/off @ 12:15am. F/c on 1290 started @ 1:06 (missed ID, WIKI); CHUC-560 from 11:15pm & FP (possibly WIKI) on 550 @ same time. 11/27 - I tried for WCOA DX but got only WJOY s/o @ 12:10 & WINV on RS @ 1:05 on w/WCOL. 11/23 - 1200k gave no another, w/CUGM s/off @ 12:05pm. We also try, only PEI & NH to go, combining Cel. & Out. Totals have now 269 w/101 verified (latest veries are CHRO CBO WCOA WHG). States 35/29, provinces 6/5 from Don Mills since July. I must try some W4 DXing to bring up the totals. I noted true Blue making it on B10, K50, @ 1:05 on 11/24; pleasant memories, CHF is certainly welcome to selectively edit my IDDX tips - it's a find column, Cord. Are all in NRC. 73. (Thanks, Gray! -ERC)

John Javetski - 10th 21 122 street - Richmond Hill, New York - 11/49

Greetings DEX. Must get to report here, but enough to fill some space in Musings, right, DEX? (Right - ERC) Okay. MN 11/20- WDOT-1400 Vt. s/off @ 12:01 w/SEB. R. T. pane-1394 o/s-9 12:09-12:30 on Gg, then in Czechoslovakia. UNID TT end on 1290 @ 1:07: 1530 had KLA r/c a bomb 1:46-2am. WGC & KFJZ still head to head on 1270.

KUNS-1020 had good signal @ 2:53 till ruined by KDKA GC. WKO-920 on top all AM w/rr c/KARK. KF-2500 @ 3:31. KFDB-1530 way down w/ID @ 3:35. A bit of CHF-950 DX caught @ 3:40 w/Tijuana Brass but I'm waiting till next time, hi. 11/24 - AN, WSCR-1320 c/on @ 6am. WPA-1490 for a bit @ 6:05 NX. 1000 saw WMS & KWB s/on @ 6:45. 11/27- NW on KSO 1460 12:50-12:58 s/off, no NSE. They kill WENS at this time every week. CDH-2900 finally @ 1:11 w/rr. That ED rr on 980 was KEN51 Colon w/numerous EST time/checks & ads, thanks to Mike Silvers. WKPA-1405-TEST not as loud as expected 1:36-1:51 w/mm. WFRU-1520 off for a while & WITN c/w ET in will o/s-9 2:20-235 tune-out. KDKA-1000 week 2:50-3:05. Good show w/ads & mx from KXN-920 in the clear. Then GFOY-1460 exciting DX 3:37-3:50; 11/30 PM- KEZ-700 w/ID @ 5:15. unmanned WSYN-1500 s/off loud @ 5:32. This one long-wanted KMT-540 5:45-6pm s/off like a local. Another "most-wanted" in KTUP-1580 7:22-7:29 1/2 s/off-SEB. They are c/v 12/1 PM- WIBC-810 for log 5:35-5:17 rr. KMO-810 ID @ 5:16. CHIR-1730 "Cheer Radio" 5:53-6:06 w/rr. 12/2- WSNH-1550 r/c very weak w/CBE 11:16-1:30 w/ID. WATF-1440 r/c-TT w/WMK 1:32-1:45 w/o WWSM, v/1 WDOT, v/f-w FLAX. v/c-OM WCOA. v/f-OM KWLW. Totals here 680/136, 43/32 staters, 24/6 countries. CX look to be improving so hit those dials! 73s to all.

Vee Boys - WHOT Radio - Youngstown, Ohio - 11/50

ATTENTION: I'm still ALIVE! Very little DX here due to moving & work schedule. I'm getting started again. I hope W4W gets lots of good reports on TEST as the CE is thinking of a non-verification policy. This TEST could change his mind. DX here: 11/23 - 3:00am, WMYC-1340 w/WHOT looped (Yes - loops are IN). 11/27 - KGBS-1020 2:50am. KFIN-950 2:35am. W7DX-1470 on f/c w/WMDQ null ed 10:1am. 4:15am KAYO-1150 for first Washington. 4:35, bits of KORL-650 but not enough for report. I also caught end of TEST by WKFY-1550 3:03am. 3:10, KGBS-1380 final Edition NX & s/off. 3:30, COY-1460 for DX. Only minor bits of KCPX-1320 DX, too much what WHOT. 4:30am KGBS-1150 but no report sent. That's about it from here, back to DX & more CFC work. CCOUL IT!

Don Eggert - 305 North College - Muncie, Indiana - 11/50

11/23. Hi y'all. Just a minute for a few lines. I'm home in South Bend for Thanksgiving. I think it's a good idea not doing much DXing. Only one new logging, 11/28 WIKI-1550 @ 6:15 s/off for my 1,000th station. One thousand stations has been my goal ever since I've been DXing, now I'm looking forward to the next 1,000, hi. Verifies waiting me here are v/1- WSPC WENH VMEM K Coffey, vq WCM CHIR XNR, plus a "runner" from WITQ. It's good to see Drift with having good DX-wise, I only wish I could partake in some of the good DX. Well, that's all I have to say that's intelligent. I hope everyone has a good Christmas & gets lots of verifies from Santa. 73.

(Santa Ana or Santa Cruz, hi -ERC)

Richard L Cody - Box 554 - Oldsle, California - 11/30

Hi! RX HQ-1400 w/1001 DX. New veries: KGBS-1020 at third try, KXN-770 & WIFD-1580. Reports out to 38 stations since 4/67. Recent reports to KGBS-1390 Des Moines WING-1510 & others closer to QTH. As of 11/15 I have 847 verifies return. Stategic here heavier than last month but east's penetration also better. I hope for SD W4R NC & Que before season's end. Maybe the Del. DX too. KFID-900 250w, still here between 8:30-9am, a good catch for anyone who wants to try in So. California. 73s.
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[Image 91x19 to 597x263]

[Image 92x145 to 149x154]

[Image 267x777 to 286x778]

[Image 460x22 to 516x31]

[Image 581x763 to 587x772]

[Image 93x148]
Bill Cheston - 6900 Westerrand Road - Falls Church, Virginia - 22042

DX since last update: WABE-1450 v/wr: 2:02am easy; WMGH-560 2:35am L2C for a brief moment; CJET-650 3:03am w/CQG-640; CNWX-220 3:15am on IRC TEST v/excellent signals; Radio Beacon NE-530 4:35 am w/coded IDs; WBNX-1360 4:36am w/WTG spots, SS; WATR-1320 5am clear; WATQ-820 5:46pm on nine transistor, good signal. 11/28- WMKO-690 7:33pm wrn w/"now radio" ID finding v/extremely strong CEF. 11/29- WJW-950 5:12pm; WXLW-950 5:14pm w/MMJ. 11/30- CMCH-790 7:45pm o/WTAR, u/WTAR by 8pm. That brings me up to 520. Varies are pretty good this time w/v/1s from WGST-1010 after H/r/w/CM, WBCG-1270 w/CM (is 1,000); WCMJ-1570 for call change, & WSJF-1520 test, a poor verie but counted anyway. v/w- WHLI-1100, & v/r from WBFD-1310 w/CM. CM said he didn't know what happened to my first report as he makes it a policy to answer all DX inquiries, humm. I'm now doing most of my DXing on an old Bendix Aviation RX which we fixed up in Electronics (it has an RF stage which makes it better then most of my other RXes). Anyone want to trade SCs? I've got some from WHLO WPXO (thanks, Ralph Vatalaro) WCOG & WBZ. If you do just send me an extra one you have & I'll send you one of the above. 73 for now.

Bob Zweir - 383 West 17 Street - Holland, Michigan - 49423

DX has been fairly good considering I have not listened in the early morning hours in the last three weeks, to illness. 11/12- WONA-1570 @ 6pm & WCMJ-1270 @ 6:05 pm. 11/20- WABE-950 @ 5pm w/new calls, WKS-550 @ 5:15pm, WOHN-1170 heard u/there w/553pm, & WMC-540 @ 5:40. Interesting relationship between the frequency and the time that varies are coming in as well as can be expected v/r/1s from KMDA-1560 KPGC-1360 & WAGL-1560. Totals now are 653/202, but I think I will have to get a bigger RX to raise the totals any considerable amount. DX News of a couple weeks ago looked pretty scanty, but don't let the holiday times keep us from DXing & reporting. 73 & good DX. Join CFC!

David T. White - WIBV Radio - Irvine, Kentucky - 40336

As NRC's illustrious Jim Hall put it - KENTUCKY SPEAKS OUT! I saw only two EBC DXers in last Musings, but that's a start, hi. DX has picked up a little on the high end of the band. Very good skip CX on the night of 11/30. Between 9:50 & 11pm, I heard WXTJ-1260 WJAS-1360 & heard WWV on 1580. Am I behind the times, out of my mind, or need a RX? WEXY-1340, & WFMX-1460. Late varies are v/1 from KMDA Tulsa, & CBM for five provinces. Reports cut out to all above. Oh well, school's out at Christmas, so maybe I can shape up my totals; now 125/40, Best of season & the band. 73.

Roy H. Miller - Box 851 - Everett, Washington - 98201

Hello! November DX disappointing; only six new loggings, as follows: 11/10- HJHP-1020 5:28-5:31am w/NA. Comercial" ID, only fair reception but tape report off. 11/20- KMER-990 logged at times in complete control of channel, although more often it was CKUA well stop w/1s fine signal during an excellent skip to the NE; 50th BC logging. KPU-1150 s/off 7:15pm u/local KAYO, nulled enough to ID KPUZ, but not enough for report. 11/27- KTVZ-1210 DX TEST far u/IN/CBC CFVR, but taped IDs @ 3:43am & 4pm, the latter during "dead-air" from CBC. CNOY-1460 DX quite easy on apparently clear channel. Varies: KMDA-1460 tetra (520 on 1550) KMER-990 (PSA @ 500w), "P. Moscow" 1475 (Vindvisvot), KMC-1550 (PSA @ 213w). These PSA verifications are specific as to power. I have noted that not all stations w/PSA are honoring the lower power requirements at 6am s/on, so don't just assume that you are hearing a given station at its PSA power. One example is local KGW whose engineer advises they are continuing to operate w/full 5kw. from 6am s/on pending court decision on appeal. One thing I'll say, there's a whole of a difference in KMC's 213w. PSA signal & their regular 10kw. signal, hi! You know, that KMIC verie is my best verie from Utah, at least based on power. RCA & others, CBU relay on 1270 is CMKG in w/CWFR-1240 (see above; noted brief ID on hour right after "ICW Radio Canada" ID & before CBU ID, so you might possibly positively ID if you listen carefully). Nothing Domestic Contest standings in DX News, I wonder if there isn't a bit of unfinished business re last season's contests that shouldn't be taken care of before dealing w/this season's contests - standing and distribution of prizes, to be specific! May I join w/others & say "Hats Off" to CEN on the tremendous INX section - much of this is far over/any head, but I learn a little bit here, a little bit there, & highly enjoy it all! My ratio of hours spent to each new logging is really widening, but my interest is still there, w/opportunities like that in late Oct. really being a tremendous shot-in-the-air, hi! Merry Christmas & prosperous 1964 to you & me around 17/12 it all's well.
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Twas the night before Christmas

And all through the night
The DXers were waiting for their upcoming fight
The antennas were pointed to the South with care
In hopes that the South Americans soon would be there!

Seriously, the morning of Christmas Day, 12/25, is a BIG one for those who like to tune for the Lacs as many of then stay on AN w/Midnight Mass, followed by AM /0, type music, particularly stations in Central America, but others as well.

This also applies to French-Canadian stations, so be on the prowl for unusual once-a-year type DX on 12/25, & even more so this year, as it is a W4! Many regular ANs may be off, while others not regularly AN will be on. For one, WWVA-1170 is generally SILENT Christmas AM after church services are over, giving DXers a chance to hear CFNS & WLEO. At any rate, plan to DX on 12/25 & also plan to send in a Fastback to DX NEWS thereafter and let us know how you made out!

OFF - 1590 WBRY Is on only til 2AM & only Sat-Sun ANS.
630 C J E T Seems off MMS to 5AM

HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE
1390 C H O O Axex, Ont. (11/24) - (12/1) NRC
1510 W L K R ?? (11/23) NRC

CHANGES IN STATION DATA - F.C.C.
(Purchased from Cooper-Trent, Inc.; Washington, D.C.)
(dated 8/2/67)

NEW STATION
1590 Vojey, Nebraska
500 D-1
1400 KLFB Lubbock, Texas (1420)

FACILITIES
860 W K K O Cocoa, Florida, 1,000 W, from 1,000 D-1, & move XR S.E.
970 W A R K Superior, Wisconsin, 500 D-1, from 1320 kc/s., 1,000 D-1. (Facilities of WGL) (WAIR)
1300 W T I L Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, 1,000 U-1. Move XR S.W.
1310 W O O Defland, Florida, 5,000 D-1. Install taller antenna (300', fr. 200').

DELETED
970 W I L Superior, Wisconsin - 1140- W H H L Holly Hill, South Carolina

Ernest R. Cooper - 438 East 21st Street - Brooklyn, New York - 11226

V/ls from WNYM-1525 & WQFQ-1510.

11/30 - Umm WHIP-1350 u/WHIP @ 615F, on R/snow warnings. SM 12/5- The SS on 1040 after 5am is YVLR, La Voz de Caracas, Valencia, Venezuela, & they s/on with the stations & beautiful Venezuelan NA @ 4:58am, & completely in the clear, WBNH-1050 off to boot! CKCG-970 was on top @ 5:30am. Loud SS on 1220 after 6:15am, mentioning Mexico often but not looping XEB-way, but I still think it was XEB none the less. On 1450, WRCF/WDON/WFMS all s/on almost simultaneously @ 7:15 o/u WPTR - someone else already on by 7am, u/MM, WCRF maybe? WCTR-1530 also s/on 7:15 SM. MM 12/4- Wow - what a signal on 780 from the Ranchy Air Force station, which was AN today! Umm WHIP-1350 nasted u/WHIP, announcements much louder then DX - odd. I think the "Oriental" around 660 is not Japan at all, sorry to say, but only our old friend Redika, Paramaribo, Surinam - better check! This MM, 1020 was blink until 4:01 s/on, Venezuelan NA, from YVUX, R. Calendario, Aricaibio, & logged in the clear till a louder carrier came on @ 4:21, then @ 4:28, came the NA of Dominican Republic, also very stirring and beautiful, & it was HILP, R. Comercial, & logged till 4:47 along w/press on YVUX, now both u/HDCA's OC. The 1000 Venezuelans was blinked today by an OC ET of WQFL. YVUX-890 stop briefly @ 4:53, Dominican was heard @ 4:57, and an FF there too - quite an exciting spot W4s before 5am! On 860 u/CJEC's warmup OC, a "Radio Centro de ---" w/TX in CST, ranchero nx, & many cowboy yippies after each record or it could have been live nx. Is this RRU 1 SSes noted stop 790 & 790 after 5am. 12/4: Up to try to ID the 730 & 790 SSes, & I did. The 730 one is HIL but not using R. Emisor Nacional but "La Broadcasting Nacional," NX 5103-5:25 & on, w/WW rebroadcast at each five minute time pip! The one on 790 is also in the Dominican Republic, HIL, & tops the channel & is on either by 4:30 or even earlier, logged 4:49-5:02. At 4:59 comes the Venezuelan NA again, & the s/on of YVKC, second beat to HIL, both of the domestic ANs. The later s/on of daytimes is a big help in logging these babies! D.R. goes back to EST in January, so harvest this crop NOW - also grab those Venezuelans which s/on early up to Christmas! C U N T.
The above was copied from the Holiday Inn Magazine of November, 1967, found at FRC's get-together on Saturday, 11/25! (HOW DID IT GET THERE?????)

REPORTING FORMS—$1.98

DX FILE CARDS—100 3" x 5", $1.98

NORTH AMERICAN RADIO-TV STATION GUIDE by VANE A. JONES. 144 pages. $2.50

WORLD MEDIUM WAVE GUIDE. 70 pages. $3.00.

WORLDM RADIO TV HANDBOOK. Only $4.95 until 12/15; $5.95 thereafter—order now!


RE: MUSINGS

Let's see if we can't get some more of you NRcers to join the Musing section! We would like to see better support for our column, as no doubt, you would, too. Be sure to double space, use a.m. & p.m. for times, use our standard NRC abbreviations, and stick to 30 lines of DX NEWS print. Please double-space your reports, & report dates-times-frequencies-calls of all catches to help others. If a f/c, give s/n & s/off time, or tune-in/tune-out time. Make your Musing a good one!

Ernest R. Cooper—438 East 21 Street—Brooklyn, New York—11226

One v/1-ES, from HU-61394, says 1340. Tip: In December, daytime CX are often excellent, & much skywave radiation. Try for stations in the 100-400 mile radius most all day! Viz: CHUM-1540 & CKRM-1570 were on TOP & S-9 here SM 11/26 @ 11m! Tip #2

- December is THE month for stations in the Dominican Republic & Venezuela, many of whom s/on as early as 4am until Christmas Day! Get 'em NOW! Back to MM 11/20; my 880 Domingo should have read HICL, not HIDER—sorry. They are Radio San—
ta Cruz, in Man, D.R. They have religious liturgical chanting until about 1:25 w/ female and/or children's voices — odd! 11/22—Finally enough came through on WPAD—
1450 for a report, logged in/out 6:23-6:35pm, on top at times. 6:57-7:16, an FF was
stop 1450, but no ID given @ 7pm. Which one is this? R. Horizons—590 on top at
10:47pm w/christmas music. 11/23—TTP w/no IDs heard on 1430 @ 1:37-1:38½, WBUG?

WHN-1950 was off today, only CHUM/XEM heard, neither one strong on a noisy AM. CHLC—
580, an FF, on top around 11:47pm, but not enough for a report, w/an ID the same as that of HICL-620 heard briefly at midnight also on 580. 11/25—Eter on 1550 u/CBE
w/FT & ID @ 12:17, but missed, then lost. CDCH-1070 on top RS @ 12:39am. Eter on
1250 @ 12:35. TTR also on 900 u/CHIL around 1am, on, no ID heard. CHSC-1220 a/off
656 @ 1:15, to return @ 5:30am, now on an hour later, & clear of WGR for about ten
minutes, at least on 3st. AMs. WBRY-1590 seemed AN-rr, on top. SM 11/26—WPLU-1510
u/VOR for log, 1129-morn. MM 11/2/- SS-680 again, this time w/crassly mx, killed
@ 4:12 by WAPA s/on. These regular AMs were off today: CHML-900 WAKR-1590 WSAI-1360;
Loud unID Venezuelans in the clear on 1000 4:26 on; another SS atop 360 until 5am, un-
ID. Two or three SS on 890 after 2am; others also then on 790 860 660 650. C U N 7.
 Randall Kane, Editor  
50A Water St, Bedford, Mass 01730

DOMESTIC DX DIGEST
December 9, 1984

(After hours: Midnight to sunrise DX)

550 WGR -NY Velly solly, (BLO/NY) MM/AN again: 12/4 *(that's 3-times now: MM's*) (Ralph Johannes, Buffalo, NY)

730 CKAC-Que Noted off AN MM 12/4, just unID CB'er in clear. (Dave Schmidt, Chester, Pa)

850 KOA -Colo RS & s/off with prayer & SSB 0211:30 hr'd: 12/1, rtng @ 0700 (EST) he said. (Johanns, NY) This is off daily, right? I can't hear em (wonder why)? (rk)

920 CKNX-Ont Hrd w/excellent signals on INCA test at 0315 MM 11/27. (Bill Cheatham, Falls Church, Va)

1060 *WJHK-Ky New, Jamestown. Hrd TT and short bits of C&W mx 12/1, first noted at 0526, still on at 0400. Good signals w/KYW looped out. (Jerry Starr, Youngstown, Ohio)

1230 WCLO-Wis r/c Bend/mx 12/4 hr'd: 0202-0209/s/off & WQY/qrn; then: WTHU/AN (M) took it: 'with wurlfl music' (Ralphie)

1240 WWCO-John AN'd with HI (11 yrafl & answer reports) 12/3. (Ditto)

1240 WCBY-Mich R/c on 12/2 w/TT from 0203-0215. (Jim Neff, Buffalo, NY)

1290 WICE-RI ET-band/mx 0355-0405, 3M 11/25. (Marc DeLorenzo, Hyannis, Mass)

1330 WEBO-ny ID after TT 0115, 11/24. (DeLorenzo, Mass)

1350 WHIP-NC spl/DX, 12/4 to 0536/s/off, more WSLR/AN qrn, as CKLB/off: MM. (Johanns, NY)

1360 WHJS-WVa R/c w/TT on 11/28 thru W3AI from 0431-0445. (Neff, NY)

1460 WBNR-Mich R/c on 12/2 w/TT from 0216-0230/55. (Neff, NY)

1480 WMAX-Mich R/c w/TT thru W3AR on 12/2 from 0315-0330. (Neff, NY)

1490 UnID Who had s/off w/Dixie at 0000 on 12/3? (Lon Berman, E. Meadow, NY) Well...concerning tips like that: unless you have just a little more info, I don't think you'll get much help. 1490, after all, may be only one channel, but it covers a lot of territory, right? (rk)

1510 *WLKR-Ohio New, Norwalk. Hrd ID on ET at 0138 MM 12/4. (John Farnat, Boston College, Mass)

1520 Etc For the record: WTHI 1520 kHz - Thurmont Md- 250 watts/day only- but now you got me scratching my head on WTHF - I do know know he gave "Md" as part of ID - (Schmidt, Pa) Hold it, Dave. WTHI is 1480 in Terre Haute, Ind. Thurmont, Md, has new WTHU-1450 with 100 w. Could not the man have said Middletown? It fits. (rk)

1550 KPBC-Md R3 to 0300 s/off SSB 12/1. (Johanns, NY)

1570 WTOW-Md He TT'd: 0010-@ 0123a/s/off with only one call: ask Chuck Rader Harburg NY. (Johanns, NY) And what, may I ask, is QRM? (rk)

1580 WCRV-NJ WZKY-NC M/c hr'd: 12/1 from 0008-0045 some XEDM/qrn (Ralphie) r/TT/c: 12/4 from 0031-0042 s/off with: QRM. (He said it) (Johanns, NY) And what, may I ask, is QRM? (rk)

H

(PSAs, sunrise s/ons, and daytime DX)

1140 WRVA-va S/on at 0455, MM, w/'Carry Me Back To Old Virginie' 11/27. (Cheatham, Va)

1310 WVEW-va S/on at 0530 w/SSB, Nov. (Cheatham, Va)

1320 WJSR-Fa S/on 0532 w/333, Nov. (Cheatham, Va) S/on 11/29 at 0530 CKEC and CKKW were about level at 0515 with CKEC stronger. (Really? - rk) CKKW (C&W) weak for so near a station. (Neff, NY)

1370 WALK-ny S/on at 0600 w/SSB 11/25. (Cheatham, Va)

1440 WCMR-va S/on at 0500 w/SSB MM 11/27. (Cheatham, Va)
(Sunset s/off & DX until midnight)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>740</td>
<td>WNOP-Ky</td>
<td>Weak u/CBL @ 1729 s/off, 11/30. (DeLorenzo, Mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>WBMDD-Md</td>
<td>Weak u/WGY 1709-1714 s/off, 11/27. (DeLorenzo, Mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>810</td>
<td>WQIZ-SC</td>
<td>Even w/WGY 1736-1745 s/off, 11/29. (DeLorenzo, Mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>WJWL-Dep</td>
<td>Dec s/off 1645. (Berman, NY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>WLMS-Massa</td>
<td>Dec s/off 1615. (Phil Sullivan, Leominster, Mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WHWB-Vt</td>
<td>Hrd s/off 1630 12/2, 15 minutes after Wesolowski's Map time. (Sullivan, Mass)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1550</td>
<td>WKDE-VA</td>
<td>S/off 1715, 11/24. (Bill Cheatham-Jim Aker, Falls Church, Va)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1570</td>
<td>WMCE-Ala</td>
<td>Hrd 1757-1800 s/off, 11/26, well o/CBE. (DeLorenzo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1580</td>
<td>WNCA-Nc</td>
<td>S/off 1730, 11/24. (Cheatham-Aker, Va)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KTUF-Ariz</td>
<td>S/off 1715, 11/25. (Aker-Cheatham, Va)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KPCA-Ark</td>
<td>Dec s/off 1915. (Berman, NY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WCCT-Fle</td>
<td>1800 s/off clear w/Dixie 11/28. (Cheatham, Va)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WKG-Ga</td>
<td>S/off 1730, 11/24. (Cheatham-Aker, Va)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WNRJ-Ga</td>
<td>S/off 1731, 11/24. (Cheatham-Aker, Va)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WAMK-Mis</td>
<td>Dec s/off 1745. (Berman, NY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WZKY-NC</td>
<td>S/off 1715, 11/24. (Aker-Cheatham, Va)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Schedules)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>WATE-Tenn</td>
<td>Skd:MM-FRI 0500, SAT:0600, Sun:0700 &amp; s/off:0100 (11/30 rod) (Johans, NY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>KS0-Iowa</td>
<td>Skd:MM-FRI 0620, SAT:0700, SUN:0730 &amp; 6100 s/off, N/Dir protects: E &amp; NW. (via V1 by CE) (Johans, NY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1560</td>
<td>WSMD-Md</td>
<td>Will be 1 kW by mid-Dec, per verif. (Berman, NY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1570</td>
<td>WTOW-Md</td>
<td>(*WAVE-change was:2/15/67), Box:6767 Baltimore Md-21204; CE says: Dir/2-towers figure 8, oriented: NW-SE, DEC/sked: 0745-1645; usually: WED &amp; SUN tests. (Ralphie)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And that's another one. 'Twas good to meet re-joined member John Pirmat at the 12/1 publishing session; good luck with BC, John, and WVBC.

This may be superfluous, but it'll go out anyway: My occasional little comments are intended strictly as constructive hobby-criticisms, with no personal attacks ever intended. This is also policy for the contributions that go into this section, and, I would hope, for the rest of the bulletin as well. Jerry Starr, Randy Seaver, and others deserve praise for airing their opinions on the DX-Test matter. These relate to the betterment of the hobby, and are therefore needed. (A little air-clearing...sometimes the DX smog gets dense.)

Remember: All contributions must be in EST, need not be sorted out (we go through a relatively selective editing process anyway), and you can get your MM DX right in because deadline is not until THURSDAY.

73, randy

*DOMESTIC CONTEST*

To answer Roy Miller and others who may be concerned about last year's contest... I do not know what happened to one of the two contest managers. He dropped membership, did not renew, and has not answered any letters re the contests he was in charge of. Ye/pub feels a certain sense of responsibility here, because at Montreal, we took into account the contributions to DX News of the two young men involved, their maturity as displayed at the convention, and their intense interest in the hobby and the club. They did not have the sense of responsibility to fulfill their commitments after their interest waned was unforeseen... but all we can do is hope we do better at selecting people for positions of responsibility within the club. Personally, we will refund, from our own pocket and not from club funds, any entry fees from last year's contestants who are unsatisfied with the way the contest ran. I hope members will realize a great deal of time and effort goes into the production of these pages, and it is very helpful when others can contribute constructive efforts.
DX conditions here in the Northeast have been very poor during the last week, according to Tom Holmes, Mass. Marc D'Alomeo, Mass., agrees, "Outside of fair openings on 11/23 and 11/27, TA conditions seem quite poor recently, with Dakar-764 the only station heard daily." Further inland and to the South, Jerry Conrad reports, "Your reception may be mediocre but it has been way above average here, especially South and West; if my line noise will just stay down, could be very interesting." Even the Southern Swedes find that things have cooled off a bit; Bengt Ericson says, "Conditions not so very good this weekend. A high level of QRN and fading noted." Cx on the West Coast seem to have been very volatile: Reynolds, Calif., says, "Conditions have been excellent here this past week w/many Asians heard almost daily. Japanese are becoming quite regular now as are the Russians on 548, 1376, 1475 and 1550. LA's fair in AM and FM but nothing new... not a peep from the DX'er's... possibility of a little Brazilian action but not sure yet... no TA's lately!" Don Kenney, also in Calif., says, "Conditions have varied lately from so-so to superb (11/20); no TA's and TP's are erratic... still no DX'er's!"

Was very interested to note that while I was getting beautiful reception of many Hawaiians on 12/4 on a car radio from a hillside location above Santa Barbara in California, Tom Holmes in Mass. was unable to detect even the slightest trace of a carrier from KORL-650 at the same time; guess about all we can do is mutter about "mean layer heights," "skip zones," and "sporadic E." *(Ed)*

On Reciprocal Paths. Early Xmas mail seems to slowed down the foreign bulletins, but N2DXRL reports: WMAC-670 good 0302 11/2; WOAI-1200 fair 0615 10/27; and WIAC very good 0120 10/26. The Zedders, of course, are now just about in the equivalent of our June month.

*Khurjan* is on now, with many rare Arab stns on late or AM. But if TA reception continues as poor as it has been so far (and was around the solstice last year), it doesn't make much difference to NA DX'er's.

*Beograd's* old high power xmitter which was widely hrd in North America when it was on 764 so years back, is now on 755 according to one report from the Australian DX Club. This is not confirmed and recent European sources have continued to list it as 760.

Radio Sweden has begun a contest for BCB DX'er's, based on the most distant report of reception of the program "Sweden Calling DX'er's" broadcast every Tuesday in English on 1178. This program is broadcast every Tuesday during the program from 1815 to 1845. You guys there in North America have a chance - mail a report as soon as possible. The prize isn't official yet. The address is DX Editor, Radio Sweden, Box 955, Stockholm, Sweden. (Bengt Ericson)

*International Waters.* When Radio Caroline was off the air 11/18-11/19 due to generator trouble, a station calling itself Radio Magna was, according to press reports, noted in South England. The station is believed to have been located in one of the anti-aircraft forts. *(SCDX)*

The Voice of the Arabs, biggest and most powerful radio station in the Middle East, is being dropped by President Nasser and will be turned over in toto to the Arab League within the next few weeks. Entirely in Egyptian hands up to now, the station has been widely blamed for keeping the Arab world split, since it only voiced Nasser's viewpoint. Now, apparently the 13 nations involved in the League will have equal say as to the tenor of the propaganda being sent out. Current plans are for the station to continue to operate from Cairo, but the new management will probably be headed by a non-Egyptian... if the 13 countries can agree on it. *(RNNW/SHC)* Rumors to the effect that this was due to pressure from the FCC because of violations of the "Equal Time" doctrine during the last Israeli War are definitely not true... *(Bi)*

Randomness... Don Kenney is now in the final stages of setting up his California DF installation, which ought to help a lot with some of the LA mysteries... Jerry Conrad and Tom Holmes are now using SAH oscillographic techniques on a regular basis *(XEROX copies of the original SAH article are available to new members for 50¢ and a SASE from the IDXD Editor)*... Sorry to have missed SRC's affair, but everything sort of piled up at once... Ralphie: checked with the British Navy to and was informed that they allow beards, sorry about that, hi. Don't worry, though, it's not a "Castro-type"; I know how you feel and I wouldn't do that. It's a Lenin style, actually... Obje: trouble getting one coil... Wood: patience, letter coming.
The editor calls your attention to an unseasonable reception of Chile on 660, plus clarification (?) on the Mexican around 1003 and the inside story on Gibraltar-1262:

Colombia. HJMN, R. Horizonte, Bogotá, s/off on a Sunday evening at 2200 w/Colombian X; after carrier cut, hrd a Mexican w/"La Hora Nacional" but I think it was just XEWA. (Objú, D.R.)

Dominican Republic. HICH, R. ABC hrd s/on weekdays at 0400 w/AA; anybody verify this one yet? (Cooper, N.Y.)

Asiatic Russia. Vladivostok hrd w/woman in Mandarin amidst much splash from 550 and deep fading because of daylight here 0910 MM 11/20. (Reynolds, Calif.)

Venezuela. R. Rumbos weak on 11/24 w/ID as R. Rumbos followed by mx at 0510. (Tannery, Texas)

Costa Rica/Unid La. Re 11/18 IDXD: according to WRTV SS there is a R. Musical, TIJC, San Jose; besides Radiopolis, TTWA, San José. There was a TGPR, Guatemala, now on 570, and Radio Musical, YNBO, Nicaragua. (Objú, D.R.)

Jamaica. RDR, Kingston hrd w/s/on at 0445 w/two rooster crows, a short piece of theme mx and announcements by male announcer; easily reportable details. (Fountain, Georgia)

Saudi Arabia. Hrd good 11/27 s/off at 1630 but wait until Ramadan. Mostly on the air until 2100. (Ericson, Sweden)

Jamaica. JDC Manualveille TT 0435-0447 s/on Sm 11/26; fair w/VSUN. (Delorenzo)

Honduras. HRVF, R. Exitos, Tegucigalpa noted clearly w/ranchero mx 0340-0355 s/off 11/19; ID's as "Exitos" or "Popular". (Silvera, Jamaica)

Cuba. CGF. one of strongest stns on band at 0330 ID 12/4. (Ed, Calif.)

Dominican Republic. HIAT, R. Universal. GPN: your stn here is HIAT, a phone call to the stn made everything clear: they s/on now at 0500 (local time, which is 0400 EST) and first pgm is mx, "coo-coo clock in background" is a recorded tape bought in the U.S.A. S/off time now is 2300. (They were happy with the report) (Objú, D.R.) Tax, Cesar! (Ed)

Colombia. HJFN, La Voz Amiga, Bogota ran AM 11/20 M1. Belongs to Todelar, all stns formerly on Union Radio net are now Todelar; apparently former has been bought out. Todelar network now has about 85 stns plus a few in Venezuela and Ecuador. (Silvera, Jamaica)

Hawaii. KQRL in like a local all M1 12/4. (Ed, Calif.) KQRL pop recordings 0334 11/27. (Allen, Calif.)

Unid La (2). Two SS hrd after 0500 M1 11/27, probably the HI and the YV. (Cooper, N.Y.) But see above, Ernie. (Ed)

Alaska. KFAR S7 at 0350 11/27. (Allen, Calif.)

Chile. CB66, Santiago s/on 0458 (note time, Chile on EST plus one hour). Have you the address? One previous report returned as "unknown", another was never answered. This reception 12/1; rather strange to hear Chile in December. (Miller, Washington) All we've got is the same WRTV QRA you have, Roy. (Ed)

Dominican Republic. HIAN, R. Quesqueyana, Santiago s/on at about 0437 on 11/20; S/on w/anthem and complete ID including call and slogan; taped the first 10 minutes or so in the clear for report; pretty good signal. (Herriman, Va.)

Non-SS speaking DX'ers be very careful here - not only does HIAN often s/on at just about the same time, but CB66 is also on AST at the present time, both located in Santiago, both commercial stns, and both have calls "Radio...".

Mexico. XERP, "R. Seiscientos Sesenta", Mexico DF very strong and clear w/ID and big band music 0215-0217. Some KNBR splash. (Ed, Calif.) XERP very good w/big band mx 0215, also on 12/4. (Holmes, Mass.)

Japan. JCG, Obhiro hrd 0918-0934 f/out 11/23 w/pop US records; SA signal at best. (Reynolds, Calif.) Another 5 kw'er on this channel also, Don, JCOM, Nagasaki, also 1st Network. (Ed)

Unid SS. SS loud, also also hrd after 0500 M1 11/27. (Cooper, N.Y.) Take your pick. Ernie. (Ed)
660 Argentine. The weak Deep SA stn hrd an is LU9, R. Mar del Plata; AN. The other Argentine is about 1000 miles south and not hrd here. (Silvera, Jamaica)

Venezuela. YVLL, R. Rumbos o/u R. Progresso w/mx 0522-0540; frequent chimes on 11/20. (Kenney, Calif.) YVLL s/o around 0500 weekdays; hrd w/the Cuban Mi 11/27; (Cooper, N.Y.)

677 Israel. Jerusalem w/AA programming for the refugees from ex-Jordan territory. This stn is well hrd to closedown around and after 1730; power reported to be at least 100 kv; be careful - there's another strong stn in AA also near by: Tripoli on 674. (Ericsson, Sweden)

680 Puerto Rico/Unid SS. WAPA w/clear WAPA and "WAPA Radio" ID's at 0430 11/20. Second SS under assumed to be CP34. (Kenney, Calif.)

Unid SS. Strong 0510 11/27 w/mx followed by TC after every song; gave Argentina, Venezuela, Cuban times; also local time in EST. (Tannerery, Texas)

692 Unid TA. Strong carrier w/single chime IS repeated every 10 seconds 1747-1748 fade, 11/27. (DeLorenzo, Mass.) Deutschlandsender, East Germany usually dominant here, Marc, though I don't remember having hrd such an IS. Got a tape by any chance? (Ed)

700 Jamaica. CBC, Montego Bay, caught at s/on 0445 w/tuning signal and readable s/on announcements. WLN looped out; now country here. 11/20. (Kenney, Calif.)

Dominican Republic. HIZ (or R. HIZ), Emisoras Nacionales continues operation on this freq w/this name, but also announces 1350 as R. Triunfo, but both are in // (Objio, D.R.)

Unid. S/t showed 3 weak carriers here; 11/20; dominant had classical mx, bearing roughly 90 degrees/270 degrees (extremely NE Caribbean/North Queensland); nothing listed; killed by Trinidad s/on 0427. Ideas? (Kenney, Calif.)

737 Spain. RNE, Barcelona - may be easy on the East Coast but the first time any aud audio here was 11/23, nice signal at 2300. (Conrad, Ky.)

745 Unid LA. Hrd at 2330 11/23 w/weak steady signal; looped Caribbean but KCBS slop killed it. (Reynolds, Calif.)

750 Colombia. HJJK, La Voz de Antioquia hrd on 11/20 and 11/27 w/pgm of uninterrupted mx after s/on announcements; ID's for CARACOL and local stn. (Fountain, Ga.)

760 Guatemala. "Super Radio" and "Guatemala" mentioned here 0045 11/23, with WJR nulled: down from 760 or a relay? (Hauser, N.M.) Unlikely a relay only 20 kc away, Glenn. (Ed)

770 Unid SS. Man reading mx w/chimes between items 0509-0515 11/20; talked unbelievably quickly; only thing resembling ID is "HH Radio ..."; programming similar to YVLL. (Kenney, Calif.)
Ecuador. HC1D stn noted w/Ecuadorean mx and TC's; plenty of static; hrd 0118 to s/off 0125 11/21. (Silvera, Jamaica)

Barbados. Hrd at 0420 MM 11/20 very weak w/much fading. (Reynolds, Calif.)

Unid LA. R. Quince (15), "La Emisora de la Gente Continta" hrd at 2350 on a Sunday evening, weak, and lost in QRM. Haven't hrd it again. (Obio, D.R.)

Netherlands Antilles. PdB, Bonaire the strongest stn on the dial (excepting LA and SF semilocals) at s/on 0300 in PP 12/4; rest of Caribbean not so hot - guess power will tell... (Ed, Calif.)

Ecuador. Unid HC stn running all noted since 11/2. Believed it was "Canal Tropical" from 805; however Gleason says the latter is tied in with HCM-1 on 570 to prevent drift. Who then? (Silvera, Jamaica)

Colombia. VUJED, La Voz del Rio Cauca hrd very loud for a few minutes at 0356 but fading badly after 0400 MM 11/20. (Reynolds, Calif.) Weak and fluttery all AM 12/4. (Ed, Calif.)

Colombia. RJ---, R. Reloj, location unknown, hrd w/good signals 0142 11/26; tuned away to check on DX tests and was gone when I returned; not hrd since. (Silvera, Calif.)

Hawaii. KIKI very good around 0418 w/very slight QRM from WCCO at times; earlier, 0206-0226 hrd what sounded like Japanese on channel, news, etc.: no trace of KIKI at that time so I strongly suspect it was KIKI and not the Jap. (Ed, Calif.)

Cuban? Sounded like a Cuban but gave strange ID containing "SS" or "FF" in ID at s/off 0310 11/27. (Kenney, Calif.)

Colombia. HJDM, R. Vision, Medellin is the LA here reported by many. (Silvera, Calif.)

Unid SS. Hrd 0148-0225 11/22; very weak w/talk and mx; Approximate bearing is 120 degrees from here. (Kenney, Calif.) Checks fine w/Medellin, Don. (Ed)

Unid. Very weak audio noted here 1903 11/23, RAI? (DeLorenzo, Mass.) Or could be HJDM too, Marc. (Ed)

Alaska. KICY w reports S9 0346 11/27. (Allen, Calif.)

Japan. JCCQ, Moricka in quite well SM 11/26 0600-0645 w/regular NHK 4 pip T5 and lots of JJ talk w/brief bits of mx; probably dramatic pgm. Good solid rpt but hard to describe. (Reynolds, Calif.)

Netherlands Antilles. PO2, Curacao. Noted 11/21, 11/22, and 11/25 at 0530 S/ON; modulation very shallow. (Kenney, Calif.)

Japan. JOLB, Fukuka hrd weakly at 0750 11/29. (Allen, Calif.)

Unid. Nonstop classical mx noted behind WW around 0445, no announcements. Does KALM have this sort of programming on WW, RICHAIRD WOOD? (Ed, Calif.)

Unid. Believed to be North Korea, hrd at equal level w/877.5 (see next item) around 0405 11/26. This is my baby; even WCers LBI and RJS can't seem to solve it (nor have they hrd it). (Schatz, Calif., IRCA) Gee, Ron, gonna be QSL agent for em, too? Hi. (Ed)

North Korea. Pyongyang, different pgm from 655, fair w/talk around 0400 11/26. Takes a split-experienced EC'er to pull these in, hi. (Schatz, Calif., IRCA)

Dominican Republic. HUCR, R. Santa Cruz, Mac. 3 on MMs (I guess every weekday) at 0400 and has religious chanting by women or children or both until about 0425, then commercials for Xmas products. Report out. (Cooper, N.Y.)

Mexico. XETZ, Tequila, Jal. peaked w/good signal, clear ID at 0600 12/2. (Millar, Wash.)

Unid SS. Stn very readable after G7Q/1YC at 0605 until recording period ended at 0610 on 12/1. Nothing in way of an ID hrd, but will send a tape to JAC to see if any clue to ID. Believe likely HC or HOB51 and not TGJ or Cuban. Misleading mention of Managua at one point but don't think any YN's on this freq. (Millar, Wash.)

Lessard Islands. Montserrat continues to come in every AM at 0500 s/on; audio noted only occasionally; not enough for report yet. (Kenney, Calif.)

Japan. JOHK, Sendai, EE language xmission; unv 0501 11/27. (Allen, Calif.)

Venezuela. YWAD, R. Mara ran AN 11/19. (Silvera, Jamaica)

El Salvador. YSQQ, Radiopolis; strong carrier but very weak modulation 11/26 2350. Organ mx, very nice to listen to. (Conrad, Ky.)

Unid SS. Unid noted since 11/19; hrd w/KARK at times; hrd when Deep SA's are in well. Paraguay off frequency? (Silvera, Jamaica) That'll be the day... (Ed)
20 Alaska, KSEM, Soldotna copied 0312-0332 11/27; best of the Alaskans! (Allen)
260 Unid SS. On by 0430, maybe earlier, killed by domestics 0500. (Cooper, N.Y.)
290 Unid Sst. Any ideas who is responsible for low-pitched hot here PM's? (Hauser)
98 Spanish Sahara. Fair w/male chanting and drums 1651-1657 when WQFL slop took over
11/30. (Dawrence, Mass.)
1000 Venezuela. Unid, very strong, on by 0400, much talking. (Cooper, N.Y.)
Unid. Do any other US stns s/on here at 0500 MM's? Besides WENB? SSB and man in
EE very weak amidst many weak LA's 0500 11/20. (Kenney, Calif.)
1003a Mexico. XECC, C. Camargo, Chih.; Wonder where these guys got all those different
calls? Mex governrnent list shows XEPP-1450 in Oaxaca and no XEPC anywhere;
Seaver's report would be accurate, if he hrd "ER" and "GO", but I hrd C. Camargo,
Chihuahua, XECC, and 960. Suspect others were in error, at least; would be inter-
esting to know what list Godwin uses that shows XEPP in Camargo w/250 watts. XEPP
is supposedly a daytimer, and would not be on as late as 2300. I'll still stick
with this being a spur of XECC-960. (Hauser, N.M.) Think Larry got the XEPP info
from the 1967 WQFL which lists XEPP-1450 1/0.25 kw. (Ed)
1015 El Salvador/Colombia/Panama/Unid LA. The three stns I hear are YSC, HJAI, and
HOU44. There is a 4th stn there - I can't count on paper: 1, 2, 3, (3?). Hi! I
see a 1.5 cops SAH between YSC and HJAI; no SAH between YSC and HOU44 - they
must be very close to zero beating. Then after YSC and HJAI are off, there's a
SAH w/HOU44 that doesn't show until YSC is off, very slow, about 0.5 cps.
(Conrad, Ky.)
1020 Dominican Republic. HJJP, Santo Domingo apparently SS here 11/10 0528-0531; ID
as "R. Comercial"; not a good signal, but alone on channel. (Millar, Wash.)
Venezuela. R. Calendario, s/on MM's at 0353. (Cooper, N.Y.)
Unid SS. S/on MM at 0355, right after the above. But KDKA put on CC and killed
the whole thing; this on 11/20. (Cooper, N.Y.)
1025 Nicaragua. YNW5, relay of R. Mundial en Managua" all alone at 2359 s/off on
11/26: this is the Estel relay; no TIAC at all. (Conrad, Ky.) YNW5 good at
times from 2300 w/nnx followed by dance mx; 11/25. (Kenney, Calif.)
1040 Hawaii. KHVL very good w/Hawaiian mx and EE announcements by man 0240; killing
WHO. (Ed, Calif.)
Unid SS. Hrd here SM's after 0500; might be AN, about 35, slop from local on
1050 makes ID impossible. Cooper, N.Y.)
11090 Dominican Republic. HJMN. R. Amistad is already on the air w/1 kw; address is
Licey al Medio, Santiago. This is a small village halfway between Santiago and
Moca (8 miles East of Santiago). (Objio, D.R.)
1119 China. Peking really cutting up RMCR after 0645 11/24 w/typical CC talk. (R'Nlds)
1130 Dominican Republic/Mexico. HML, R. Exito, Santiago hrd 2140-2202½ s/off Wed.
11/22 w/lots of KWH/XEZI/CWX QRM. Surprising they held their own-long enough
for positive ID at 2200; reported. (Reynolds, Calif.)
1147 Unid LA. Re 11/27 IDXD: I have 3 LA's on 1145: R. Cndas Segovia, YNBC, Esteli;
R. Universal, HCB49; and 4VAB, R. Caraibles (FF). (Objio, D.R.)
1175 Costa Rica. TICA is back here now; On 11/26 at 2320 perfect R. Columbia ID's and
is //TLLX-725; listed 2 kw. (Conrad, Ky.)
1200 Dominican Republic. HIDV, R. Santa Maria, La Vega is loud and clear and almost
alone here as early as 1800; Rosary in SS noted. Reported. (Cooper, N.Y.)
1210 Hawaii. K200 call given at 0400 11/27. (Allen, Calif.) Fair to good during mx
0403; bad heat from low-side Cuban, and even though EE mx, hard to read due to
announcer's accent. (Ed, Calif.)
Guatemala. TGED hrd very loud after 0600 s/on 11/24; continued loud and in clear
until 0638 when JDOR began to QRM. Haven't hrd this one for 10 years. (Reynolds,
Calif.) "Aguf en Guatemala" caught during momentary overriding of WCAU 2115
11/27, so evidently TGED. (Hauser, N.M.)
Panama. HCB91, R. El Mundo w/clear ID at 0000 s/off 11/25; good signal and some
fading; too quick for report. (Reynolds, Calif.)
Unid SS. R. Mundial. Very good 2330-0000 11/15; lots of ID's but no location;
0000 ID for R. Mundial and later "...SE Radio Colon" which is interesting but
not very helpful. Could I talk a SS speaking DX'er into checking a tape?
(Keune, Calif.) HCB91 perhaps, Don? Send the tape along to JAC and he'll try
to pull an ID. (Ed)
1215 Weak Spurious? Sometimes, when cx arre very good, weak stn in here; seems
closer to 1215 than 1214 and bearing of 50 degrees passes through Minneapolis,
Tangiers, and Northern Mozambique. I vote for Minneapolis. (Kenney, Calif.) Must
be same one that Sullivan and Zahner reported last week, will check. (Ed)

1220 Colombia. HJKR, R. Juventud, Bogota ID'ing at 0400 and announcing 24hours. (Obj to)
Japan. JCQG hrd 11/23 0723-0800 w/NHK2 pgms; Language lesson after 0730. (Rnlnds)

1260 Colombia. HJD A, Medellin w/typical LA mx; "R. Cadena Nacional"; 0448-0500 good.
(Reynolds, Calif.)

1262.6 Spain. The stn EBU lists as Gibraltar is E6J55, R. Juventud del Campo de
Gibraltar at La Linea, situated on the Spanish side of the border; all of the
ferries leave for Morocco from there. (Ericsson, Sweden) Can't even trust EBU. Ed

1310 Martinique. Fort de France, mx in FF and s/off 2128 w/NA and IS. (Objto, D.R.)

1313 Unid LA. Re IDXD 11/27: two LA's on 1315, HOL55 and HJAK. One of them? (Objto)

1337 Honduras. HRH is extremely strong most nights, especially between 2300 and
0100; best time to get QSL data is 0030-0100 when many ads for one concern are
presented. (Fountain, Ga.)

1370 Japan. JOKD, Kitami most consistent Jap; play 0340 11/20. (Allen, Calif.)

1385 Unid LA. Hrd Beethoven's 6th 11/23 to 2158 s/off; who? Only fade was during
s/off ID. (Conrad, Ky.)

1410 Mexico. XEBS quite strong 11/20 w/mx and plenty of ID's at 0120. (Tannery, Tex.)
Also XEAS very strong on 11/15 w/US pop mx and lots of "R. Juventud" ID's at
2015. (Tannery, Texas)

1435 Netherlands Antilles. PJA5, R. Kalkboom 11/23 2000-2100 s/off; classical mx;
s/off in PapAMENTO; nice copy for report. (Conrad, Ky.)

1460 Japan. Believed to be JOMF but no call hrd 0402 11/20. (Allen, Calif.)

1466 Uruguay. Simferopol good at 0900 before Norway s/on 0955. (Ericsson, Sweden) Yah,
Spitzbergen does get in the way like that... (Ed)

1470 Mexico. XESM w/good strength 0345 on 11/27; seemed alone on freq, no trace of
WMBD; local quality tape sent. (Starr, Ohio)

1475 Asiatic Russia. Vladivostok in JJ at 0305 11/20. (Allen, Calif.) Loud at 0440
w/singing in RR; best yet this season. (Reynolds, Calif.)

1480 Puerto Rico. WHDD in SS at 0435 11/27. (Allen, Calif.)

1490 Japan. JOTK, Matsue S7 0458; unn. 11/27. (Allen, Calif.)

1510 Japan. JQZB coming in well after 0715 MM 11/20 w/talk pgm in JJ. (Reynolds, Ca)

1550 Asiatic Russia. Very strong 37 signal 0510-0545 w/man and woman talking in RR;
best RR ever hrd here. Brother Freeman struck out on this one last year, but I
sent a report to Moscow anyhow. Looped further west than Vladivostok. Hrd MM
11/20. Location? (Reynolds, Calif.) Even Tepilov, the Russian DX'er doesn't
know the location of this one for certain, Don. Did it loop farther NORTH than
Vladivostok? Both the latter and Khabarovsk are possible. (Ed)

1576 Colombia. Re IDXD 11/25: La Voz de la Cordialidad has moved to 1490 for 16 months
and changed its call to R. Cumbia; the stn here is HJLC, La Voz de Banco, El
Banco. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1578 Portugal. Porto at 2000 very good for a few minutes 11/23; Flanagan in Cincy
hrd this one at same time I did; never hrd before. 89 plus 10 signals. (Conrad)

1590 Japan. JOUB hrd w/much fading 0834 MM 11/20 w/2 men talking in JJ; HNL made copy
difficult. (Allen, Calif.)

1600 Japan. JOKB, Okayama hrd 0650-0800 w/weak sig and much QRM. (Allen, Calif.)

VERIFICATIONS... (at least a start on 'em)

640 GAUDELOUPE. ORTF. Pointe a Pitre v/l in 17 days for FF report; V's was Pierre
Salaun, Le Chef du Centre Emetteur d'Arquville. Address: BP 402, Pointe a Pitre.
Sent a tape as well a report, both registered; country 74. (Herriman, Va.)

660 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. HLAN sent long letter w/full details from Domingo Cepeda.
(Fountain)

812 COLOMBIA. HJEN. R. Atalaya v/l in SS; address Calle 35 No. 21 - 81; v/s Mario
Romero Pinilla, Sub-Gerente. Wishes NRC luck. (Reynolds)

830 ARGENTINA. LTB. R. Rosario excellent friendly v/l w/pennant and cards; signer
almost unreadable, but appears to be Angel Hutt?? (Fountain)

Must stop here this week; was good to talk to Don Reynolds and Don Kenney. Good DX.
Admiral Nelson